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Abstract - We present 'Weber's force law and the classical re:;ults that follow from it.
We discuss the historical controversy surrounding Ampere's law of force between current
elements versus Grassmann-Biot-Savart's law. Then we make a review of modern experiments related to this topic and to the electric field generated by a steady and stationary
neutral current. Finally we analyse some theorelical aspects of Weber's law as its ~xten
sion through retarded potentials to include electromagnetic radiation, and its relation to
alternative interpretations of experiments devised to show the mass variation with velocity.
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I - l\.1ain Results Following from Weber's Law
In order to obtain Ampere's law of force between current elements from an interaction
between point charges Weber proposed, in 1846, the following law [1]:
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= Tl - 12, r = Ifi - r21, i = dr/dt, i' = rPr/dt2, ;,'12 = V, - ti2, a'2 =
i\~ = r,,/r, and f is the fOIce that q~ exerts on q1.
Two years later Weber showed that this force can be derived from a velocity dependent
potential energy given by
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Eq. (1) Can be obtained from U differentiating it with respect to r and changing the
sign, as shown by Weber in 1848. The conservation of energy follows immediately from
the mutual potential energy (2) if we add the kinetic energy to it and observe that the
result is a constant for any time, that is,

d

Tt(T+ U) = 0,

(3)

where T = m,vi/2 + m2v~/2. To obtain Eq.:. (3) we only need \0 relate Newton"s
Second and Third Laws to Eq. (1), namely F = m,al == -m2a~ ThlS was a strong
result obtained by Weber because it increased the confidence on his law. He knew his
law satisfied Newton's action and reaction law in the strongest form and sO the main
classical results were maintained, conservation of. linear momentum, angular momentum
and energy.
"Ve now show how to obtain Ampere's law of force from ",,reber's law. To this end
we suppose hro neutral currer:t elements, i.e., q,_ == -q,+(i = 1 or i = 2) and define
Iidf~' = q;+(v;+ - v;_). Adding the force of the negative and positive charges of 12di; OD
the negative and positive charges of I,dt~ yields
(4)
where we utilized c' = (1-'01:0)-'/2 aJld dF is the for("e of the element Iodi, on the element
ltd?,. This is Ampere's law of force between current clements. It is also a :\ewtonian
force in the sense that it follows Newton'~ Third Law in the strongest form, i.e., the forces

lies on the line joining the two current elements. It was based on this law that Ampere
derived his famous circuital law. Eq. (4) was called by Ma:\well as the cardinal formula
o[ electrodynamics and he also called Ampere as the 'Newton of electricity' [21.
Then we can derive from Eq. (1) the cardinal formulas of electrodynamics and of
eledrostatics (that is, Coulomb'" law of force, which is obtained from (1) whell 1- '" 0 and
i '" 0), as was desired by Weber.
Another fundamental law of eiectwmagnetism, Faraday's law of induction, can also
be derived from Eq. (1) when the source which induces the current is" closed loop. For
the proof of this remarkable fact there are three sources which use slightly different points
of departure to arrive at the same conclusion: Maxwell [3], Whittaker [4J and l,Vesley [5].
The reader ,hould consult these authors in order to have a better feeling of the mathematics and physical concepts involved in the proof.
This completes the classical results obtained through \Veber's law. We proce<o>d now
to study some modern experiments related to this subject_
IT - Ampere x Grassmann's Law
In 1815 Gras8mann proposed the following force that the current element
on I,d£~, [61:

I,d"£;. exerts

(5)
lfwe consider the magnetic field due to I~d"£;. as given by Biot-Savar\'s law, we can write
Eq. (5) as f = I,ift x B~, where B~ = JloI~(il, x 1',,) I (41rr')_
Contrarily to Eq. (4), Grassmann's force law does not always follow Newton's Third
Law, as can be seem when dl, is paraJlel to fl~ and perpendicular to dE,. Another difference between the two laws is when de;. is parallel to de;, and both are parallel to 1'12In this case there should be a repulsive force between the two current elements according
to (4), and a zero net force according to (5). This divergence of predictions is in the cern
of the experiments devised to distinguish and to choose between these two laws. These
experiments mUot rely in a single circuit due to an amazing aspect: although Eqs. (4)
and (5) are structurally different, when we integrate for the fo(C<! exerted by a closed loop
in a current clement of another circuit, both equations give the same reoult. For a proof
of this fact see Ref. [7]. If I,di, is part of the circuit 2 the proof no longer holds and here
begins the controversy.
For a critical analysis of the differences and oimilarities between Ampere a.nd Grassmann's laws, and also of Weber's law in general, we suggest the important book of
O'Rahilly \8]. For an alternative theory to Weber's one the reader can see the work
of Ritz [9].

The first experiment adduced to prove tbat Ampere's law of force between current
elements is better (more correct) than that of Grassm"nn is the famous Ampere's bridge
experiment \10]. To Maxwell this wa, not a decisive experiment as it invoh-cd a dosed
loop. JI,-Iaxw",ll's point of view was criticized by Pappas (11], who pointed out that the
proof of ~he equivalence between the two laws is only valid when We have two different
closed circuits. On the physical side Pappas argued that while the ac.ion and reaction
OCCUr, between current elements according to Ampere's formula, it must occur between
current element and the field if we try to implement Grassmann's formula together with
Newton's Third Law. So We can neVer have a complete equivalcnc," betw,"en Eqs. 1'1) and
(5) according to Pappas.
Ampere's bridge (or h"irpin) experiment was improved by Tait (121. His contribution
for the clarific"lion of the expt'riment and al,o the arguments of Cleveland [13] in favour
of Ampere's law were discussed by Gr"neau (14].
Our review of recent experiments related to Weber's electrodynamics, as implied by
one of its consequences, Eq. (4), begins in 1982. In this year Graneau published two
papers (15, 16] describing experiments related t.o this topic. In the first of t.hese two
papers Graneau rept'ats Ampere's hairpin experiment and observes a neW effect which
corroborates Ampere's law: jet-propulsion in t.he liquid mercury in the direction of current flow between liquid and solid conductors, and sO confirming longitudinal prop,,)sion
as should be expected according to (4). In the second paper he discusses ,"xperiments with
railgun accelerators. Tn it he uses finite current---element analysis to calculate the force
distribution on the system "nd also the expected acceleration of the gun. In particular hc
emphasizes that the recoil force should be generated in different points of the stationary
ra.ilgun circuit according to (4) or to (5). According to Ampere's law the seat of the recoil
force should be in the rails and mostly near thc projectile, while according to Gc"ssmann's
law the recoil force should act in the magnetic field. A neat experimental verificatiou "f
Ampere's law can be seen in Fig. 3 of Ref. [17], where is shown the buckling of thin rails
due to recoil forces. In this paper he "Iso estimates the efficiency of railguns alld raises
the possibility that the poor efficiency Can be dut' to a mechanical dcfficiency caLtsed by
the distortion of the rails.
Tn 1980-82 Pappas perfo,:med a different experiment which wa.~ also in favour of Eq.
(4) and against Eq. (5). It was published in 1983 [Il]. It is essentially Ampere"s experimented with an extra degree of freedom, and Can be called the eleclromJ.gnetic impulse
pendulum experiment. In it Ampere's bridge was substitut.ed by a 1r-shaped aluminium
wire suspended by thin threads. As the current was supplied lo the cirellit Lhe 1r shape
moved forw"rd, but when he changed the direction in which the cUn"cnt was supplicd no
such movement occurrt'd (see his Figs. 2 and 3). According to Eq. (5) there should bt'
no diITerenct' in the two situations, while according to (4) t.he repulsion between the two
part' of the circuit should happen only ill the first case. This was an important step in
E"Stablishing a clear distinction between the two laws through expt'rimcn\s.
In 1983 Graneau published a paper [18] describing a new kind of experiment: the

exploding wire phcnomeIl". In i\ pulsed currents up to 7000 A caused fra,.:mentation of
an aluminium "ire into 10 to 50 pieces of irregular i~ogth. The wire had 1.2 mm diameter a<ld was one meter 10Jl/;. Against the usual explanations that this happened through
melting and evaporzetion of the wire, he obtained strong evidence of tensile breaks as the
cause of the explosions_ This should h,> expened according to (4) but not according to
(5)_ H~ also point~d out in this paper that pinch forces could not Cause tensile fracture on
the wire. Be obtained scanning electron micro5cope photograph of a fracture face showing tensile fracture in the solid state and thus ruling out the explanation of the melting
break. In a latcr papcr 119] GrantCa" improved In~ experiment and now bent the wire into
a semicircle, which was (on"eded to a. co.po.citor discharge circuit through o.n arc gap. In
lhib "'ay he suceeded in eliminating the possible explanation of the explosion as being due
to Lorcntz hoop ~ension. He also suceed in eliminating mo.ny other possible explanations
"'" thermo.l shock, longitudinal stress waves, Lorentz pinch-off, bending stlesses and rna·
terial def~ct"_ Th" ouly rema.imng explanation for this rcmarkable phenomena is Amp",."
tension as giwn by Eq. (4).
In 1955 Graneau and Graneau presented a. neW kind of experiment 120] which in'-olved
the explosion of a. concluding liquid madc of salt water when an electric arc current passed
through the liquid. He could explain the ma.in aspects of the explosion using longitudinal
Ampere forces_ In another experiment a 1000 A dc cunent caused a portion of liquid
mercury u,ed to complete thc circuit (i.e., close the current) to separate in two symmetric
parts and so iotenupL the current with an arc. To me there is no other experiment which
shows so neatly the longitudinal Ampere tension"" this one.
Ternan 1211 and Jolly 122] argued that Amperc's force law i5 equivalent to Grassmann's
(sometimes called Biot-Sa.\"art's force la.w, or Lorentz·, force law) even in the situation of
a singl~ (iceuit. Papp"" and Moyssides prcsent<ed a different point of view 12:)] and we let
the readers to decid~ on their arguments. The same can be said about the controversy of
Graneo.u and Ternan 124 . 26]_ Graneau presented some theoretical considero.tions showing that it is not true in genero.l that the Ampere and Lorentz force laws are mathematical
identities 127). Perhaps this will help to clarify the discussion_
Moy",ide~ and Pappa..< devisf"d an experiment \0 measure diredly the force wlmh
arises on a part of a. single circuit rlue to the remo.ining circuit 128J- They obto.iIled
systematically smaller furces than those predicterl by Biot-Sa,-art-Lorentz forces. They
suggest Ampere's law as a pos<ible eXpbIlo.tion for these results_
An improved vnsion of Pappas' electromagnetic impulse pelldulum experiment. wa.,
done by Graneall alld Gralleau [29J. The advantage of thi, experiment was t.hat they
alreddy had the value of the stored euergy of the capacitol' bank (6.4 KJ to 2.~.6 KJ).
In this way they could rule out the explanation of the ~xperilJlent based on transfer of
momentum betwe('n the pendulum and the field, for if the mechanism w~re this One the
magnetic energy stored in the field would be. according to Graneo.u. ~ L100 tim~s the
energy stored in the capa,itor_ \Vhere did this energy com~ from? The only explanatol"y
m~chani"m which ha.dn't this problem wa., b"oeJ on Ampere's rcacCion force (Eq. (4)).

He cOldd even explain the poor momentum imp"rted to the pendulum based on the elastic
di,tortion of the pendulum structure (this could be accounted for by Ampere's force but
not by Grassmann-LOJentz's fo[ce).
In the same year Graneau published a review of Ampere-Neumann eleetrodynamics
of melallic conductors [14]. One year earlier he had published a book on the same subject
130J. In these works he details "'eumann's deduct.ion o[ Faraday's law of induction based
on Ampere's law (Eq.(4)) and Lenz's law. He describe; Neumann's introduction o[ the
cledrodynamic potential (magnetic energy) and how we can calculate the correct mechan.
ical forces which are exerted in metallic current circuits based on these ideas. It i, also
shown how the magnetic vector potential appears naturally in his theory (this can also
be seen in Rd. [4]). Graneau &bows how to calculate the self inductance of circular and
retangular clo"ed loops ba'ed on finite element ana.lysis and abo how to compute Ampere
tension in solid metallic circuits of finite size. He abo discusses Hering's longitudinal force
experiments [31]. References [14] and [30] are extremely valuable works and shoult! be
consulted by anyone interested in this whole subje(,t.
In 1986 Aspden [32] analy~ed Graneau experiments and related these experiment.'
to anomalou" cathode re~dion forces found ill the vacuum arc. He presents a possible
theoretical explanation based in a law which resembles Weber's Jaw. These topics were
treated by the author in previous papers [33, 34]. Regarding longitudinal forces in gaseous
conductors we can't forget to mention Nasilowski suggestion [35, 36J that as these Ampere
forces exist in solid metallic conductors and in liquid conductors, they should also exist
in weak gaseous conductors such as welding are, the switching arc, arcs used in metal
furnaces and principally in magnetically confined fusion plasmas.
The theme of wire explosions was treated with a belter detail in 1987 1.37], where
the author showed that rapid thennal expansion cannot explain some experimental facts
which occur in the explosions, and so once more replying based on fads some theoretical
argumentfi raised by Ternan 138]. Aspden suggested that the phenomenon could be due
to an inductive effect [39] and gave some hint, on what to look for in the experiments in
ord", to settle the controversy: to see if the rupture is proportional to I Or to t', and ,,1'0
to analyse in detail the import.ant factor of the frequency of the plllsed cunent if rupture
OCCUT' after several cycles.
The relation of railgun recoil to relativity was discussed by Graneau [401, who showed
that the recoil forces shonld haw its seat, as found experimentaly, on the railheads, dS
would be expected according to the Ampere··Neumann electTodynamics. It seems lhat
relat.ivistic electromagnetism could not explain these findings.
Whitney argued thdt relativistic field theory col)ld explain aJl these experimental facts
[·11]. lIer point of view is that there can be an electric f,e1d responsible for these cltects.
this electric field being due to nOlluniform current and charge distributions, As she only
gave a qualitative argument and did not show how to explain quantitatively the effect."
based on this field we will not consider her work any longer. Anyway we give this and
another reference o[ her t.o the inte)ested reader [42).

In a recent work Graneau revised the concept of alpha·-torque forces (a ponderomotive
torque which should exist according to Ampere's law but not according to Grassmann's
law, and which acts on the atoms of a conductor metal) and many experiments showing
their effects [43]. We'd like only to point out here the beautiful experiment of the liquid
mercury fountain. For details of this and others experiments we invite the reader to read
this nice paper.
We'd like to mention also a paper by Graneau [44] in which h" refutes arguments of
Christodoulides [45] in defense of relativity.
We conclude this section with an important theoretical work of Graneau [46]. On it
he shows that only Ampere's force law agrees in all cases, without exception, with the
virtual-work concept. !"!oreovel" he shows that the Lorentz's force law is not in general
compatible with the virtual-work idea in situations involving a single circuit. Only if
the closed circuit has a high degree of symmetry can the compatibility be proved. To
show that Ampere's law is always compatible with the virtual-work formula. he dedves
AmpiJre's law from the virtual-work formula, and shows that this cannot be done in general for Lorentz's law.
TIl - Electric Field Due to a Steady Current
The next topic of controversy which arises when we study vVeber's law is related to
the electric field due to steady currents. To see this we calculate the force of a current
element I,dE, with q,_ = -qH on a charge q, using equation (l)_ This yields
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and this result holds for any acceleration of q,.
So, to have a zero net force in general, we need to have, even when tI--; = 0, Iv;" I = [tli'_1
and a;'+ = ai'_. As this is not always true we should exped, according to Weber's la",
a net force acting all q, due to a current element with Zero net charge_ Supposing q, to
be at rest (tI--; = 0), a steady current in the circuit 2 (a;'+ = ai'_ = O) and tI;" = 0 (as it
happens with solid metallic condudors and with magnets) we get

1')
where

18)

and E-:W Can be called the moti<!Ual electric field_ It must. exist if this is a correct theory_
Its order of magnicude is of the order 11bl?, where 11D is the drift velocity of the electrons
in the wire.
The first to point out that sleady eleelric currents should exert forces on electrotastic
charges at rest, if Eq. (1) is valid and if "1+ # u,-, was Clausius [47]. The first measurement of the drift speed of conduction charges in metals is due to von Ettingshausen [1S],
who used the Hall effect to make this measurement. In this way it was shown that only
til<' electrons moVe when the curr~nt flows in a metal.
Due to the smallness of the effect it couldn't have heen detected in the past. To my
knowlwdge, the first modern experiment devised to detect such a force is due to Edwards
[49 - 52]. In one of these paper' it is stressed: "Today, techniques for mal-:.ing direct mea·
surements of the second-order electric fields are available. For this reason, the matter can
finally be placed on an experimental basi," [5t]. Ou it they show how ),.laxwell's theory
predicts Zero electric field du~ to a steady current of ~ero net chaJ"ge. Then they perform
an experimenL in which a steady cunent in a superconducting )lb· Ti circulM coil is seem
to generate a potential (i.e., an electric field). This potential is observed to scale as F
and is independent of the direction of the current, as ~hould be expected according to
(8). They make ~everal variations of the experiment and in this way they eliminate seVeral possible sourceS of thi, potential such as: the ,elf-Hall effect, configurational emf's,
nonsteady currents, thermoelectric effects and flux-moLion potentials. They conclude the
experiment saying that the observed effect is a real one and that it cannot he explained
by ~vlaxwell's classical theory_
Cure proposed a liaison between this new electrodynamic field and the formalism of
linearized general relativity [53]. lIe also suggests a modified version of the Millikan oil
drop experiment in order to test mOre clearly the existence of this electric field. To my
knowledge thi:; proposal was neVer realized in pradice. I think thi:; could be an important
test of Weber's theory.
Bartlett and Ward interpreted t.he findings of Edwards et",1. as a possible change
of the val1!e of the electric charge with velocity [54]. Following this idea they developed
Some very ingenuous experhnent to test this hypothf:sis. In this way they suceeded in
putting severe limit" on a possible variation of electric charge with velocity_
Bonn~t, on th!'; other side, argued that the positive results of Edward's experiment
could be due to a particular property of superconductors, namely, that these materials
wouldn't radi"te in steady state [55]. In this way they didn't consider the acceleration
terms in the Ljenard· Vv"iechert fields and obtained effects of the same order as those found
by Edwardfi.
I trunk some remarks should be mMe on Bonet's points of view_ On the theoretical
fiide there is a growing feeling of serious problems with the Lienard-Wiechert potentials:
flaws in the conservation of total charge, doubts on ils covariance, difficulties in its meaning etc. This h"" been ~tresscd recently mainly by Whitney jCi6, 57]. On the experimental
side there is the work of Sansbury [58], who found an electric fielU due to a steady current

in a copper conductor. As the experiment was made at room temperature, it has nothing
to do with a superconductor e/fect. So the explanation of Bonet could not be used in this
case.
Unhappily the experiment of Sansbmy could only detect without doubts the existence
of the field, but it wasn't sensible enough the measure the value of the field but only its
lower limit- As the experiment involved a torque bar we can expect many improvements
along this line in the future due to the great precisions that can be achieved with torsion
balance,. I think this is a very important line of research to be followed by others.
It should be remembered here th"t althought Edwards et al. and Sansbu<y found
an electric field due to a steady current, there is a disparity in their results. Edwards et
al. found a motional electric field pointing to the current (as if the current had became
negatively charged), "-, wonld be expected according to Weber's law and the fact that
only the electrons move in a metallic current. On the other side Sansbury found a motional electric field pointing away to the current (as if the cmrent had became positively
charged), contrary to \Veber's law. I don't know of any explanation for this discrepancy.
This is an important issue which deserves better study in order to clarify the situation.
IV - Theoretical Development
'We now turn our attention to olher aspects of \Veber'g electrodynamics. From its
beginning \Veber's force law had a serious limitation: to be au adion at a distance
theory. Despite this fact it should be remembered here that Weber and I<ohlrausch were
the first to measure the velocity with which an electric disturbance is propagated along a
conducting wire and this was soon recognized to be of the same order as the velocity of
light [59, 60). With the advent of Maxwell's theory, with Hertz experimental confirmation
of a finite velocity of propagation for the electromagnetic fields according to MaxweU's
theory, and finally with Einstein's theory of relativity, ,Veber's law Wa, let aside together
with its main successes. Also the question of action at a distance in ,Veber's theory was
almo,! forgotten until recent times.
In 1954 Moon and Spencer analysed Ampere's law of force between current elements
and also Weber's law in a series of three papers [61]. In the first of these they discussed
Ampere's law and a possible generalization of it. In the second one they studied a law of
force between moving charges with the restriction that they Were not accelerated. Finally
in the third paper of the series they analysed in detail Weber's law and made the great
step forward to introduce the retarded time in Weber's law_ In thi, way they arrived at
the retarded Y'/eber force and could derive Maxwell's radiation terms (Ihe radiatmg field
of a dipole antenna and so on).
Recently the same kind of reasoning was employed by \Vesley [5). He also used
retarded time (t - ric instead of t) to obtain radiation effects with Weber's law but
with an advantage: he made this introduction in the general case, beginning with the
potentials, and so his results have a wider application than those of Moon and Spencer.

To arrive at his results be needed to introduce a magnetic scalar potentiaL In a later
work he amplied the scope of the theory following the same line of reasoning [62].
In my opinion the ideas of Moon, Spencer and Wesley are great advances proposed in
order to modify Weber's law so that it can include radiation effects Mid the propaga,ion
of light. Much theoretical and experimental work is necessary in this direction but the
directions of the main lines of reocarch a.re already open for must of us. Before closing
this section I'd like only to point out a different way of obtaining time delays in action
at a distance theory: Graneau's wOl'k which appeared in the Samc year of Wesley's (63J.
Craneau's idea is to obtain time delays through an induction law. This is a very interesting
and fruitful insight ar,d deserves a better investigation.
We should also express here an important improvement in 'Weber's law proposed by
Phipps [64]. He proposes a potential energy given by
I1,Q,
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This force is apropriate for terms varying as i4/ c' and higher and OverComes Helmholtz
objection to Weber's law [55 - 66J a5 it is free of the ~negative mass behavior" [67] for
all velocities smaller than c. The limit velocity in Eqs. (9) Or (IO) is c instead of 2'/2 c
as given by Eqs. (1) or (2). Eqs. (9) and (10) are free of the instabilities predicted by
Weber's theory and are compatible with all experiments up to this date.
Another subject of this work resulted in a paper recently published [68]. On it we
show that using Eq. (1) we arrive that the force inside a stationary capacitor with a
uniform electric field will be a function of the velocilf of the tCSt charge which is inside it.
In this way we suceeded in showing that up to seco!)d order in vic, inclusive, there are two
alternative explanations of Bucherer's experiment (69J. This experiment is an extension
of Kaufmann's ones [70J. In Bucherer's arrangement a source of !3-rays (electrons) was
placed in the middle of a large capacitor. Perpendicular to the cledn(". field generated by
this capacitor and to the movement of the electrons there wa; an uniform magnetic field
so that the entire set worked as a velocity filter for the electrons. Knowing the intensities
of the electric and ma.gne.ic fields and collecting the emergent electrons he could verify
the mass change with velocity. Now there arc two different iute,pretations of the same
results. In the usual one we use Coulomb's law for the force on a charge inside a capacitor,
with t.he mass of the electron changing with velocity according to relativity, and in the
second explanation We use \Veber's law 00 calculate all the forces and suppose the electron
mass to be a constant for any velocity. After publishing this paper we found an important
paper of Zahn and Spees [7l] in which the authors make a critical analy&is of Bucbcrer's
experiment. In it they found that the velocity filter didn't. work for vic> 0.7 due to

problems with the resolving power of the apparatus. Thus we can say with certainty that
this classical experiment couldn't say anything for terms greater than second order in vic.
Quoting from their poper: "In view of the fundamental importance of such experiments it
SeemS that much is left to be desired." In a later review Farago and Janossy showed that
in direct experiments on the behaviour of free electrons the experimental errors of the
measurements is so high that we can't distinguish between different theoretic"l formulae
[72]. Belter results seem the follow from the fine structure doublet separation of hydrogen
- like spectra. Recently the line-structure energy levels of the hydrogen atom was obtained
through Weber's potenti"l, Eq. (2), and the usual Schroedinger equation [73]. This was
accomplished without mass change with velocity and is an important work as it extends
the range of "pplication of Weber's law to qu"ntum phenomena.
A last topic to be touched upon in this work are the many fruitful results we get
when applying a Weber forcr.law for gravitation [74]. This yields the observed precession
of the perihelion of the planets through an orbit equation different from that of gener"l
relativity. We derive the proportionality between inertial and gravitational ma5SeS (we
don't need to postuhte it). We ,,180 derive equations of molion similar to ':"<ewton's First
and Second Laws. We implement Mach's principle a<:cordiug to which all inertial forces
are due to gravitational interactions of any body with the rest of the universe. This is
accomplished in a strictly relational theory (kinematics equivalent to dynamics) so that
we don't need to introduce the concepts of absolute space or of inertial frames.
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